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1
Use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, manipulate and retrieve digital content

Use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information private; identify where to go for help and support when they have concerns about material on the internet or other online technologies

Ongoing:
	use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information private; identify where to go for help and support when they have concerns about material on the internet or other online technologies

Recognise common uses of information technology beyond school
Espresso Coding
understand what algorithms are; how they are implemented as programs on digital devices; and that programs execute by following precise and unambiguous instructions






Ongoing:
	use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information private; identify where to go for help and support when they have concerns about material on the internet or other online technologies

Recognise common uses of information technology beyond school
Beebots
use logical reasoning to predict the 
behaviour of simple programs









Ongoing:
	use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information private; identify where to go for help and support when they have concerns about material on the internet or other online technologies

Recognise common uses of information technology beyond school
2
Organise, store, retrieve and manipulate data (text)

Organise, store, retrieve and manipulate data (images).

Word linked to topic.

Communicate online safely and respectfully.
Understand use of algorithms, instructions, and puzzles.

Use logical reasoning to make predictions 
Beebot cards etc.

Write and test simple programs. 

Organise, store, retrieve and manipulate data.
Write and test simple programs. 

Organise, store, retrieve and manipulate data.

Use logical reasoning to make predictions. 

Understand use of algorithms.

3
Keyboard skills

Pupils will learn keyboard skills using a variety of techniques and games such as:

Dance Mat typing - http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr" http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr

Learn to type – 
http://bigbrownbear.co.uk/learntotype/" http://bigbrownbear.co.uk/learntotype/

Keyboard game - http://www.bigbrownbear.co.uk/keyboard/" http://www.bigbrownbear.co.uk/keyboard/

Communicate online safely and respectfully.

Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) on a range of digital devices to design and create a range of programs, systems and content that accomplish given goals, including collecting, analysing, evaluating and presenting data and information. Ensure children are to utilise the complete suite of Microsoft office software. 

Communicate online safely and respectfully.


Coding
Program a sequence of actions, making different pieces of code execute at different times
Use time to program a sequence of actions and make simple animation
Program a sequence of objects to appear and disappear at specific times to simulate a physical system
Practise creating simple animations, using time events to make objects perform actions in a sequence.
Design, write and debug your own app; practise using time in code to create an animation
Design, write and debug your own app; add different events to make things happen and program actions in a sequence.
4
Collect and present data appropriately

Know that technology can be used to capture data. 

Give some examples of real-life situations where sensors are used.

Understand that data loggers can be used to sense external and physical changes and collect data.

Use a range of child friendly search engines to locate different media, e.g., text, images, sounds or videos. 

Develop key questions and key words to search for specific information to answer a problem, e.g., a question such as ‘Where could we go on holiday?’ would become a search for ‘holiday destinations’. 

Use appropriate tools to save and retrieve accessed information, e.g., through the use of favourites, history, copy/paste and save as. 
Understand computer networks and use the internet safely and appropriately

Understand the need to keep personal information and passwords private in order to protect myself when communicating online. 

Know how to respond if asked for personal details or in the event of receiving unpleasant communications. Recognise that cyber bullying is unacceptable and will be sanctioned. 

Know how to report an incident of cyber bullying
Coding (Expresso)

Design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, including controlling or simulating physical systems; solve problems by decomposing them into smaller parts. 

Use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with variables and various forms of input and output.

Use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and to detect and correct errors in algorithms and programs. 
	Link maths/english


5
Coding 
Complex Variables:
Using variables in more complex ways and manipulating inputs to create successful outputs.
Links to Maths:  real calculator, unit conversion and time.
Object Properties:
Learning how computers use parameters to store information about objects.  Children will set parameters to move objects. Writing code which detects the length and direction of events and using it to set parameters. 
Creating apps which use conditional events to stop objects when a condition is met by a variable to keep track of a score.
Using coding knowledge learnt in this unit, children will programme their own app using objects and events.  Write code that detects values to set parameters.

Robotics
Use Lego WeDo to build a mars rover. Write a code to enable the rover to move. Programme the rover to sense objects and move around them or stop by them.

Robotics/Frogs and metamorphosis.

Linked to science:
How do Frogs morph during their lives?
-explore what you know about the stages in the life cycle in a frog from birth to an adult
-create, program and model a young frog and then an adult frog
-document the change in characteristics of your model throughout different stages of a frogs life
- program your frog/froglet to move around their habitat 
Online Safety – lined to PSHE
Online safety
Understand the uses and dangers of social media and being online. Linked to PHSE.
To teach the importance of protecting personal information, including password, addresses and the distribution of images of themselves and others. 
Understand uses of networks and social platforms including age restrictions and age related content.
Evaluate digital content – looking at photos and deciding if fake or real; news/information – fake or real.
To teach responsibly, competency, confidence and to be creative when using IT.
To use technology safely and respectfully.
Recognise unacceptable and acceptable behaviour – linked to PSHE. 

6
Online safety
Understand the uses and dangers of social media and being online. Linked to PHSE Real Love Rocks.
Understanding the different platforms/devices and dangers associated.
Online rap linked to English/Topic. 
To teach responsibly, competency, confidence and to be creative when using IT.
To use technology safely and respectfully.
Recognise unacceptable and acceptable behaviour – linked to PSHE. 
Identify a range of ways to report content and contact – Linked to PSHE ‘Real Love Rocks’.

Coding
Complex Variables:
Using variables in more complex ways and manipulating inputs to create successful outputs.
Links to Maths:  real calculator, unit conversion and time.
Object Properties:
Learning how computers use parameters to store information about objects.  Children will set parameters to move objects. Writing code which detects the length and direction of events and using it to set parameters. Creating apps which use conditional events to stop objects when a condition is met by a variable to keep track of a score.


Using coding knowledge learnt in this unit, children will programme their own app using objects and events. Write code that detects values to set parameters.
Robotics
Use Lego WeDo to build a mars rover. Write a code to enable the rover to move. Programme the rover to sense objects and move around them or stop by them.
Robotics Habitats:
How does the environment influence the traits of animals? – Science link
Explore different environments across the globe and time. – Link to Geography and History.
Create and program an animal or reptile that could have lived in a particular habitat.
Design a robot that would live in the Amazon Rainforest. – Link to Topic and Art habitat boxes. 
Explain how the animal would survive in the habitat using presentation or video  – Link to English

Online safety:
Understand how there are both positive and negative impacts of social media. Linked to English.

Monster movement
Pupils to design and build their own monster and write a series of algorithms for the monster.  


